
Discover these ten amazing paintings hiding in the park! 
How many can you find?!

 

These ten paintings are from the Swindon Collection of Modern British Art. There are over 1000

artworks in the whole Collection! The artworks are looked after by Swindon Museum and Art

Gallery. They are owned by Swindon Borough Council, but they belong to all of us! 

There are paintings, drawings, photographs, prints, sculptures, ceramics and collages. 

Art Trail Explorers

The best thing about art?.....
 ...is that we all see it differently. Nobody knows what a painting is really about, except the artist! 

So you can think anything you like about a piece of art! There are no right answers!

Desmond Morris visited Petticoat Lane

Market in London and decided to paint

a picture of his visit. He wanted to show

the energy of the market and the colour

of the fruit and vegetable stalls. He also

included a famous Swindon actress

called Diana Dors. She was his girlfriend.
 

Can you find Diana Dors in the painting?!

Girl Selling Flowers by Desmond Morris1. 2. Bright Intervals by Edward Wadsworth

Edward Wadsworth served in the Royal

Navy during World War 1. His job was to

paint dazzle camouflage on warships to

confuse the enemy. He continued to use

 boats and the sea in his paintings after

the War. This Still Life painting shows

objects used by fishermen and sailors.
 

Can you identify all the objects?

3. Summer Window: Ridgeway Farm Cottage by Janet Boulton

Janet Boulton was born in Swindon. From the age of 13,

she wanted to be an artist. This is the view from the

kitchen window of a house she used to live in near

Swindon. She has used dots and colour to show how

she feels about this view and this place. She has

painted lots of views from different windows. Some of

them are windows at the schools where she used to

teach in Swindon!
 
 

Which view from a window would you like to paint?



The Outdoor Gallery

6. Gramophone by Howard Hodgkin

4. Boy with a Bird by Leslie Cole 5. One Night Only by Allen Jones

7. Tennis by Vicente do Rego Monteiro

Leslie Cole was an Official War Artist

during the Second World War. He

travelled around the world painting

scenes from the War. He spent lots of time

in the Mediterranean and Asia. He may

have painted this picture on his travels.
 

Which countries would you like to visit?

Allen Jones is a pop artist. Pop Art began

in the 1950s & 60s. Pop artists used ideas

from popular culture like comic books

and the products people bought in shops.

As well as prints like this, Jones also makes

sculptures, Elton John once owned one!
 

What does this painting show?

From the age of five, Howard Hodgkin

wanted to be a painter. 48 years later, he

won the Turner Prize for his art (the

biggest prize in art) ! This painting shows

two friends in a room listening to music

on a gramophone. Hodgkin has tried to

show what it was like to be there - how

he felt and how it sounded.
 

What type of music do you think 
the friends were listening to?

Monteiro was a Brazilian painter, sculptor

and poet. He liked using shapes and lines

in interesting ways. In this painting, he

shows us the power and beauty of tennis. 
 

What is your favourite sport?

The best thing about art?.....
 ...is that we all see it differently. Nobody knows what a painting is really about, except the artist! 

So you can think anything you like about a piece of art! There are no right answers!



The Outdoor Gallery

10. Figure and Yacht by Simon Carter

9. Back of the Granary, Poland by Robert Bevan

8.  Cricklade Landscape by Edward J Buttar

In 1897, Robert Bevan married a Polish artist,

Stanislawa de Karlowska, and together they

often visited her family farm in central

Poland. While there, Bevan spent his time

painting views around the farm, like this one.

He liked to experiment with colour.

Audiences at the time were sometimes

shocked at how bright and bold his paintings

were! He travelled widely in France and Spain

and was inspired by many artists there.

Which people and places inspire you?

Edward Buttar liked to paint landscapes. He

enjoyed showing the changing seasons and

weather. He liked to paint outside in the

fresh air. This was sometimes difficult

because of the weather. Although it is a

sunny day in this painting, the clouds look

like it might rain very soon! Windy days also

make painting difficult!

Where is your favourite place? What is
your favourite type of weather?

Simon Carter lives in Frinton-on-Sea in Essex. He

loves the coast, and he walks and draws by the sea

almost every day. He has lived in the area all his life

and takes all his ideas from the landscape around

him. For 16 years, he was a postman as well as an

artist, so he knows the area very well!

This is a painting of someone on a beach with the sea

behind them. You can see how Simon Carter has

experimented with his colours and brushstrokes. 

Have you ever been to the beach on holiday? Where is your favourite beach?


